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Site Gallery Opening Hours:
Tues & Weds 11am-6pm
Thurs 11am-8pm

Fri & Sat 11am-6pm
Sun 11am-4pm

Kollective Coffee And Kitchen Opening 
Hours:
Tues & Weds 8am-6pm 
Thurs 27 June 8am-8pm
Thurs 4 July 8am-5pm

Fri 8am-6pm
Sat 9am-6pm
Sun 9am-4pm

Venue Info:
Admission FREE
Best for 5-12 year olds
Wheelchair accessible
Toilets & baby change facilities
At times noisy and distracting
Lots of lights used

What is Playground?
The Children’s Media Conference has invited a selection 
of the world’s most innovative artists, developers and 
companies specialising in creative and interactive play 
to exhibit their projects at Site Gallery, Sheffield. This 
year’s theme is Game/Changers, which showcases 
reinterpretations and remakes of seminal toys, games 
and experiences developed over the last 40 years.

Everyone is welcome...
The exhibition has been curated for 5-12 year olds, 
however everyone is welcome to drop-in during 
the gallery’s opening hours and it is FREE! If you or 
your child have sensory requirements, or find sound 
overwhelming, please join us for The Quiet Hour on 
Saturday 29 June and 6 July 11am-12noon.

Can we touch the art?
Yes! At this exhibition we’re going to let you touch the 
art. In fact we insist.  

Spark your imagination!
If something sparks your imagination, exhibition staff 
are demonstrating activities that you can do at home. 
Have a flick through this guide and visit the artists’ 
websites to find out more. We’ve also put together a list of 
recommendations for local activities and online resources 
to get you started.
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Abstract Playground: AP1 
Will Hurt  willhurt.net

Abstract Playground: AP1 invites you to interact with an abstract audiovisual 
scene, featuring geometry inspired by modernist architecture.  AP1 was trialled 
and tested by LEVEL artists, who are artists with Learning Disabilities, during a 
5-week residency with the aim of creating an accessible and engaging interactive 
piece. AP1 has gone on to be shown around the world from Buenos Aires to 
Beijing, spawning three sequels: AP2, 3 and 4. Abstract Playground: AP1 was 
co-commissioned by LEVEL, based in Derbyshire, and D-Lab. The work was also 
shown at EUREKA.

Will Hurt uses computers to create brightly coloured, playful, digital 
interactives which cater to people of all ages and abilities. The interactives 
respond to the geometry of the physical sites in which they are installed, 
abstracting and re-presenting the local architecture and landscape. These 
site-specific interactives bring people together, forging connections and 
affording them a moment to play, and leave people with lasting memories 
of novel playful experiences.

http://willhurt.net
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Beasts of Balance  

Beasts of Balance  beastsofbalance.com

Beasts of Balance is a game of strategy and balance in which you build a tower 
of animals on your table-top, and then help them evolve in a connected digital 
world. This is a cooperative game for one to five players, and the aim is to make 
the most fabulous world you can by strategically nurturing and evolving your 
creatures and casting skill-based miracles - before your tower collapses. Players 
take turns to stack a set of beautifully made artefacts into a tower. As they’re 
placed on the tower, they pop onto the connected screen, where they evolve and 
grow as they are cared for by the players. 

Sensible Object is a London-based game studio that uses 
connected technology to create new kinds of play that bring 
people together. The company believes that technology should 
not divide us, but bring us together to improve quality of life. 
Sensible Object’s goal is to take everything that is inspiring and 

entertaining about digital play, and to merge it with a design approach that’s rooted in a practical 
understanding of home and family life. Games produced by the company, including Beasts of 
Balance, are unique in that they combine physical, digital and imaginative play like never before.

http://beastsofbalance.com
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Game ‘n’ Watch 
Arthur Masson with La Sophiste and 3 Hits Combo
arthurmasson.xyz and www.lasophiste.com

Game ‘n’ Watch is revisiting old portable video games from the 80s. Instead of 
using buttons, the player controls the game by moving in the game area drawn on 
the floor. Players must literally run to catch the boxes, which start to fall increasingly 
quickly. Just like the original portable game brought video games into the novel 
spaces of daily life, Game ‘n’ Watch imposes into the public space and large 
playground in a fun, athletic and minimalistic manner. The quirky and convivial spirit 
of the game contrasts with today’s universe of high-tech home consoles.

Arthur Masson started working as a motion designer and 3D artist during 
his studies in computer science for digital imaging. He discovered the 
power of algorithmics and mathematics, and reveals their magic through 
different graphic applications from which mysterious and unknown 
worlds emerge. His experiments illustrate the meaning of concepts and 
equations previously invisible or insignificant. It is only with the multitude of 
innovative and multidisciplinary projects developed with La Sophiste and 
Indiens Dans La Ville, that Arthur can really match his artistic sensitivity 
with his technical skills.

http://arthurmasson.xyz
http://www.lasophiste.com
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Panoramical and the  
Panoramical Guitar 
Presented by The National Videogame Museum with a custom PlayStation 2 
guitar controller made by Lex Roberts

panoramic.al

Panoramical is a videogame all about discovering beautiful moments. 
Explore a collection of incredible digital landscapes that change to your 
command in an immersive musical adventure through space and time.  You 
can explore all the combinations by manipulating the controls to morph the 
sound and visuals into pleasing patterns.

Panoramical was created by Fernando Ramallo & David 
Kanaga. Fernando is a queer artist, designer, maker and game 
developer who grew up in Argentina. He’s always tinkering with 
abstract graphics, generative visuals and strange interactive 
installations. David is a composer and designer who develops 
instrumental game play structures that allow the player to 
create and manipulate the music in projects such as Proteus 
and Panoramical. Lex Roberts is the Exhibition Manager at The 
National Videogame Museum; they enjoy developing custom 
game controllers and interactive hardware both in and outside 
the museum.

http://panoramic.al
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QWOP 
Bennett Foddy
foddy.net

QWOP is a simple game about running 
extremely fast down a 100 metre track.

Bennett Foddy is the author 
of a number of games 
including Getting Over It 
with Bennett Foddy, and 
his series of four-letter web 
games QWOP, GIRP and 
CLOP. His work has been 
shown at MoMA New York, 
SFMOMA and in dozens 

of other museums and festivals around the world. He teaches at the NYU Game Center as 
Associate Arts Professor in game design.

Pongs 
Pippin Barr
pippinbarr.com

Pongs is 36 different versions of the 
classic arcade game Pong, each 
one imagining the original game 
in a slightly different way - from 
one variation in which the ball 
leaves a trail behind it, to another 
that asks trivia questions about 
world capitals, to yet another that 
transforms the paddles into ghosts. 
Pongs shakes up our assumptions 
about how a game is meant to be. 
More importantly, it asks players 

to think about game design itself, and perhaps even to engage in some idle 
speculation about how they themselves might redesign games.

Pippin Barr is an Assistant Professor in Computation Arts at Concordia 
University and Director of the Technoculture, Art and Games Research 
Centre (TAG). He creates videogames addressing everything from 
airplane safety instructions and dystopian post-work futures, to re-
telling mythological stories as games of chess. Pippin holds a Ph.D. in 
Computer Science from Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand 
and has written a book called How To Play a Video Game. 

http://foddy.net
http://pippinbarr.com
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Snake Pit
//////////fur//// 
www.fursr.com

//////////fur//// get computer game players up 
and moving especially in Snake Pit which gives 
the classic computer game Hyper-Wurm (1979) 
a run for its money. The game is steered using 
your feet, and only the fastest players will get their 
snake well-fed and growing. But just as in the 
classic 1979 arcade game, there are many places 
that are off-limits: avoid them or you will lose. 

Volker Morawe and Tilman Reiff, working as //////////fur//// , make 
art interactive – creating experiences beyond the comfort zone. 
Since 2001, Morawe and Reiff have created multi-sensory artefacts 
related to the construction and social aspects of computer game 
culture. The interactive installations combine game-logic, media 
criticism, apparatus parody and childhood memories into engaging 
man-machine experiences, sometimes altering the view on the 

relationship between man and technology. Beside the main artistic exploration of alternative 
user interfaces, humour, group experience and hormones are the key ingredients of their work. 

SPACE: A Galaxy Trail 
Society of Explorers & Peter Martin
bit.ly/societyofexplorers

SPACE: A Galaxy Trail is a video play-along 
board game inspired by Atmosfear, the bestselling 
1991 VHS board game. The objective of the game 
is to work together to save your spaceship from 
being pulled into the orbit of a mysterious planet 
known only as Timmmmmmmm. Using Atmosfear 
as a starting point, the Society of Explorers have 
collaborated with Peter Martin to develop a new 

game that’s true to the format and limitations of the VHS original. They’ve also 
held workshops with artist Mute to develop the game’s design, and musician Pete 
Murch to develop a score inspired by 1990s game design.

Site Gallery’s Society of Explorers is a collective of young people aged 14–19, 
who meet regularly in the gallery to collaborate, discuss and create. They work 
with artists and the gallery team to get involved in the artistic programme and 
to develop projects, events and ideas. Peter Martin is an artist and filmmaker 
based in Sheffield. His work looks at the agency held by materials, content, 
artefacts and digital assets and how these can be re-examined and used as a 
starting point to make propositions about our lived experiences.

http://www.fursr.com
http://bit.ly/societyofexplorers
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Time Telephone Box 
Playing the Archive: Memory, Community and Mixed Reality Play
playingthearchive.net

Dial the Time Telephone Box 
to reach a portal to games and 
rhymes of the past. Younger 
generations will discover 
games and rhymes of the past 
by playing with an unknown 
interface – the public telephone 
box. Older generations will 
find themselves plunged into 
a common activity of the past: 
the use of the rotary phone, 
that will likely trigger childhood 
memories. The Time Telephone 
Box uses archival material 
recorded by the Opies between 
1969 and 1983, and a selection 
of essays re-enacted by primary 
school children from London, 
Sheffield, Cardiff and Aberdeen. 

Time Telephone Box is part of the 
project called Playing the Archive: 
Memory, Community and Mixed 
Reality Play. Playing the Archive is an 
ambitious programme of research 
and cultural production, exploring the 
nature of play by bringing together 
archives, spaces and technologies 
of play, along with people who 
play, both old and young. Funded 
by the EPSRC (Content Creation 
and Consumption in the Digital 

Economy), the project addresses the ephemerality of practices and 
memories encoded in play. It is a partnership between DARE at the UCL 
Knowledge Lab; the Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis at the Bartlett 
School of Architecture; the University of Sheffield; the Bodleian Libraries; 
the V&A Museum of Childhood, and the Digital Humanities Institute, 
Sheffield.

Playing the Archive is inspired by Iona and Peter Opie who were folklorists active in the 1950s 
and who spent their career recording how children play, including street games, invented 
stories and complex traditions.

http://playingthearchive.net


Workshops & Activities

MakEY Days 
Tuesday 2 July 11am-6pm, Wednesday 3 July 11am-6pm,  
Thursday 4 July 11am-8pm, Saturday 6 July 11am-6pm

Join in with the fun and creativity at this special makerspace which will involve 
you making your own versions of digital toys and computer games using 
cardboard, electronic resources and art and craft materials.

MakEY Days are organised and run by The University of Sheffield, School of 
Education. makeyproject.eu

Maker Table  
Tuesday 25-Sunday 30 June & Friday 5 & Sunday 7 July 2019 

The Playground Maker Table is open for you to take part in hands-on digital and 
creative making.

The Quiet Hour 
Saturday 29 June and 6 July 11am-12noon

If you or your child have sensory requirements, or find sound overwhelming, 
please join us for The Quiet Hour, where volume levels will be decreased and 
the lighting lowered.

8
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A Sense of Play  
Saturday 29 June 11am-4pm

Site Square, Site Gallery

sitegallery.org

Join the adventure and help to create an experimental one-day playground on 
Site Square opposite Site Gallery.

We are writing new stories and making new games in collaboration with two 
local primary schools and the adventure theatre company, Paperfinch Theatre. 

Seek out the special symbols spotted around the square and use your phone to 
unlock brand new games, stories and myths. Come and be the first to play!

On the day, we are giving away special packs of Playing Cards featuring secret 
messages left by the children of the past.

A Sense of Play is inspired by the Opie Archive. Iona and Peter Opie were 
folklorists active in the 1950s and spent their career recording how children play, 
including street games, invented stories and complex traditions.

A Sense of Play is a collaboration between Site Gallery and the EPSRC funded 
Playing the Archive research team at The University of Sheffield and University 
College London. It draws upon the Opie Archive held at the Bodleian Libraries at 
Oxford University.



Never-Land-Sheffield is a fictional nowhere, 
imagined for this project. Its ambition is to 
ask young people what Europe will be like in 
200 years.

Open 21 June–14 July
Fridays 2-7pm,  
Saturdays & Sundays 11am-4pm

Never-Land-Sheffield

The arts collaborative Poly-Technic are in-
viting young people to take over Yorkshire 
Artspace’s Persistence Works Gallery 
and create new work through discussion, 
collage and large-scale interventions.

All are welcome to drop-in at any of the 
times indicated above.

Free resources will be provided for visitors 
to add to this evolving work and consider 
what a positive future could look like.    

Age Suitability 

The activity is suitable for all ages  
and abilities. 

The work in the exhibition is continually 
evolving - the content will be curated with 
due regard to age appropriateness. 

If you’d like to bring a group or have any 
questions please email:  
rachael@artspace.org.uk

POSTCARD TO 
THE FUTURE

Yorkshire Artspace
Persistence Works Gallery
21 Brown Street
Sheffield S1 2BS

artspace.org.uk

mailto:rachael@artspace.org.uk
http://artspace.org.uk


Check it out 
Access Space www.access-space.org
Access Space is where people interested in art, design, computers, recycling, 
music, electronics, photography and more, meet like-minded people to share and 
develop skills, and work on creative, enterprising and technical projects. Keep 
an eye on their website and social media, and join the mailing list to hear about 
upcoming events, exhibitions and workshops.

Bright Box Makerspace www.brightboxmakerspace.com/calendar
Bright Box Makerspace creates sneaky learning opportunities for everyone, young 
and old, to learn creative problem solving. They do this by creating playful spaces 
to explore tech, engineering and arts with the help of role models. This summer, 
they have workshops for children, families and adults at their Makerspace in 
Castlegate. Book here: brightboxmakerspace.com/calendar

Code Club www.codeclub.org.uk
Code Club is a nationwide network of volunteer-led after school coding clubs for 
children aged 9-11. Visit the website to search for your local club (there are five 
in Sheffield), or to find out how you can volunteer, host or start one of your own! 
codeclub.org/en

Makers www.makersontheedge.com/workshops
Makers, based on Abbeydale Road in Sheffield, is a place where you can find, 
make, and remake things. Check out their website to find all sorts of crafty 
activities, including a regular Laser Cutting for Kids workshop!

Pimoroni shop.pimoroni.com/collections/kids
Pimoroni is a company of makers and educators based in Sheffield.  Check out 
their website to find all sorts of fun and educational activity kits for kids of all ages!

Sheffield Hardware Hackers and Makers www.sheffieldhardwarehackers.org.uk
Sheffield Hackspace (Sheffield Hardware Hackers and Makers) is a non-profit, 
member-run hackspace in central Sheffield. Their aim is to build a community 
to help people in Sheffield get involved in the creative use of technology and 
tools for hobby-scale projects. Current members are working on projects from 
Raspberry Pi and Arduino to textiles, wood/metal working and High Altitude 
ballooning. Check out their blog and calendar to see what they’re up to and how 
to get involved.

UTC Sheffield www.utcsheffield.org.uk
University Technical Colleges (UTCs) offer 14-19 year olds the opportunity to take 
a highly regarded, technically-oriented course of study alongside their academic 
qualifications.  Students benefit from top quality facilities that reflect the modern 
workplace and teachers with industry experience. 

Local activities
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ContempoPlay www.medium.com/contempoplay
Advice for parents of kids living digital lives. Useful news and advice about new 
apps, games and internet safety concerns.

Scratch www.scratch.mit.edu
Scratch is a free coding platform and community where kids can create stories, games, 
and animations to entertain themselves or share with others around the world.

Toca Boca www.tocaboca.com
Toca Boca makes a range of digital toys that you can play with your kids. They believe 
that the best way to learn is through play for the sake of play, and they do it in a safe 
way without advertising or in-app purchases.  See the full range at their website.

Who makes apps for kids? www.chrisoshea.org
Who makes apps for kids is a huge collection of kids apps and books compiled 
by Chris O’Shea, British artist and designer who explores play, human behaviour 
and engagement through interaction design and the visual arts. You can visit the 
web page above, or subscribe to the Twitter list (https://twitter.com/chrisoshea/
lists/kids-apps) to stay up to date with his recommendations. Chris also formed 
Cowly Owl (www.cowlyowl.com), which designs digital toys for children and 
parents to play together, exploring creativity.

Check it out Apps/online
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0114 3034285
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Sponsors @Playground 2019

The YouTube Kids app, now launched in 64 countries and 32 languages, includes both 
popular children’s videos and diverse new content, delivered in a way that is easy to 
use, for children of any age. The app is watched by over 14M users per week across 
the world and has 4+ ratings on both Android and iOS. You Tube Kids is pleased to 
support Playground19.

Dubit is a specialist kids research and digital development house based in 
the UK with offices and clients around the world. Dubit has produced #1 
entertainment and education apps for brands such as PBS Kids, Bob the 
Builder, Masha & the Bear, Lego and MBC3, and also advises on kids digital 

strategy for Facebook, Discovery, Sky and Nat Geo. Dubit’s team of 75 combines re-
search, consultancy and digital experts to help shape kids brands for the digital world.

Playground Partners 

Playground is organised by The Children’s Media Conference in collaboration with:

Playground Exhibition Partner Playground Major Sponsors

Playground Sponsor

0114 3034285

info@kollectivekitchen.co.uk

www.kollectivekitchen.co.uk

Site Gallery, 1 Brown Street, 
Sheffield, S1 2BS

kollectivekitchen

kollective_kitchen
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